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About Mira
Mira Rollins is an energetic and passionate lover of Christ and life. She is

driven by her desire to be an authentic example of living a life of

purpose, passion and impact.

Mira is a gifted and experienced writer, speaker and trainer. She has

committed her life to equipping and encouraging others to live authentic

and victorious lives.

For nearly 20 years, she has worked as an Occupational Therapist. She

has established an expertise in fitness, holistic wellness and disease

management.

She is also an author, motivational speaker and corporate trainer.

Mira is a Dallas native who currently lives in Dallas, Texas with her

husband, Eric, and children Kaden, Kaleb, and Kariss.

www.mirarollins.com
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Testimonials
"I have had the pleasure of hearing Mira speak on two separate occasions

and each time her words have touched my spirit in a way I didn't realize I

needed to hear. She is passionate about what she speaks on and she is

genuine. This comes across in the way she makes contact with everyone in

the audience. Mira does not lecture when she speaks, she talks to you in a

way that makes you want to continue to listen to her and at the end you

feel like you have a new friend. God is truly working through her and blessed

her with a beautiful gift."
Danita Carter, Heart of Courage

You were in my top 5 favorites from last summer. Our students gave you raving

reviews in their exit interviews, even though you talked about a difficult subject

that can rustle student's feathers.

Garrett Smith, Mercy Street
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I have entrusted Mira on several occasions to bring the word to my congregation

during Sunday service. On each occasion she did not disappoint. She is a

powerful speaker who brings the word of God to life in a powerful way. 

Von Minor - Pastor of Restoration Community Church

Mira has lead several conference workshops that I have hosted, through our

church or my personal ministry. She always receives excellent feedback from

participants! 

Chrystal Evans Hurst
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